Abstract-The numerical treatment for the American put option pricing is discussed for a stochastic-volatility, jumpdiffusion (SVJD) model with log-uniform jump amplitudes. Heston's (1993) mean reverting, square-root stochastic volatility model is used along with our uniform jump-amplitude model. However, computation is needed for nonlinear and multidimensional terms with dependence on the combined stock and volatility state space. A systematic finite difference formulation of the American put partial integro-differential complementary problem (PIDCP) is implemented using a successive overrelaxtion method projected on the maximum payoff function. Interpolation is used to construct the smooth transition to the payoff of the corresponding free boundary problem. Also, a fast, but less accurate, heuristic quadratic approximation, originally due to MacMillan (1986), is corrected and extended from pure diffusion models. The fast and simple quadratic approximation is compared with a more accurate PIDCP formulation. The simple quadratic approximation is briefly compared with market data.
I. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this paper is to derive a quadratic approximation for computing the valuation for American options when the price of the underlying asset evolves as a stochastic volatility and jump diffusion (SVJD) model with log-uniform jump amplitudes [21] , [22] . It has been clear that the classical Black-Scholes-Merton model [7] , [15] fails to reflect the empirical facts: market return data display excess kurtosis (peaked and fat tailed distributions), skewness, volatility clustering and large, sudden movements in prices. These observations reveal that a simple geometric Brownian motion process misses some important features of the data. As discussed in Andersen, Benzoni and Lund [1] , Bates [6] and Bakshi, Cao and Chen [3] , the most reasonable model of stock prices would include both stochastic-volatility and jump-diffusion.
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† Department of Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science University of Illinois at Chicago, 851 S Morgan St.; m/c 249, Chicago, IL 60607-7045, USA; E-Mail: hanson@math.uic.edu or gyan2@math.uic.edu during the life of the option. This feature makes it more difficult to analyze than the corresponding European-style options. Unlike the European-style option pricing problem, formal-closed form solutions for the American option pricing problem have not been found even for pure diffusion models [12] , [22] . The pricing of American options has usually resorted to finite-difference, binomial, or compoundoption approximation methods. These numerical methods are usually cumbersome and computationally costly to use. Since the price of an American call option on a nondividend paying security coincides with the corresponding European call option price for the jump-diffusion model, we will concentrate on the case of American put options here. However, see the forthcoming paper of Chiarella and Ziogas [8] for stochastic volatility models.
II. STOCHASTIC-VOLATILITY JUMP-DIFFUSION MODEL
In contrast to the complete market setting of Black-Scholes as established by Harrison and Pliska [11] in the continuoustime case, the additional sources of uncertainty: the random jump sizes and stochastic volatility, introduced in our underlying price dynamics make the market incomplete with respect to the risk-free bank account, the underlying asset, and the finite number of options contracts. Consequently, the risk neutral probability measure alternative is not unique.
In this incomplete market setting, the underlying security price S(t), the risky asset, is assumed under a candidate "risk-neutral" measure for risk-free interest rate r:
with Heston's [12] , [6] mean-reverting stochastic volatility with parameter set (κ v , θ, σ v ):
where W s (t) and W v (t) are standard (i.e., zero-mean and unit-variance) Brownian motions for S(t) and V (t), respectively, such that the correlation is
The N (t) is a Poisson process with common mean and variance,
intensity λ, jump-amplitude J(Q) and, given the jth Poisson jump, Q = Q j is the jth underlying mark random variable Q j which is taken from a set of independent, identically distributed (IID) random variables. The form
is the underlying mark chosen to simplify the log-return ln(S(t)) representation. For an accessible general formulation of applied stochastic processes with jump-diffusions see Hanson [10] . It is only necessary to know that the risk-neutral measure exists [13] . Since Scott [17] finds that interest rate volatility has little impact on short-term option prices, the interest rate r will be assumed constant in this paper.
Let the density of the jump-amplitude be log-uniformly distributed in the mark variable Q on [a, b]:
where a < 0 < b. The mark Q has moments, such that the mean is
and variance is
Thus, the original jump-amplitude J has mean
which is used in the risk-neutral analysis later. There are several reasons for choosing the log-uniform distribution: 1) since the exponentially small tails of the lognormal or log-double-exponential distribution are contrary to the flat and thick tails of the long time financial market logreturn data; 2) around the near-zero peak of the log-doubleexponential and the log-normal, the jumps are small, so are not qualitatively different or separately detectable from the continuous diffusion fluctuations; 3) an infinite jump domain is unrealistic, since the jumps should be bounded in real world financial markets and, in fact, trading circuit breakers have been in place at the New York Stock Exchange [2] since 1988 the shut down trading in several stages during extreme events to avoid crashes like that in 1987 [5] ; 4) an infinite jump domain leads to unrealistic restrictions in portfolio optimization and, in particular, Zhu and Hanson [23] show that for an infinite domain jump-amplitude distribution the instantaneous stock fraction is constrained on [0, 1] while borrowing and short-selling restriction can vary widely in the case of sufficiently small crash |a| and rally b limits.
The square-root stochastic-volatility process, Eq. (2), has two major advantages. First, the model can allow for systematic volatility risk. The second is that the process generates an analytically tractable method of pricing options without sacrificing accuracy of requiring undesirable restrictions on parameter values according to Bates [6] .
By the Itô's chain rule and under a risk-neutral probability measure M, the log-return process ln(S(t)) satisfies the SDE
III. AMERICAN PUT OPTION PRICE
Compared with European-style options, American-style options have the additional feature that exercise is permitted at any time during the life of the option, [0, T ], with strike price K. Since the price of an American call option on a non-dividend paying security in the case of a jump-diffusion model coincides with the corresponding European call option's price, which has a closed analytic form solution in terms of a characteristic function or Fourier transform [22] , we will concentrate on the case of American put options here. The determination of the early exercise of American put options is gives rise to a free boundary problem.
The price of the American put option will have the same description as a European put option in the regular region and it will be equal to the intrinsic value in the optimal exercise region. The American put option price can be specified as
where K is the strike price, T is the maturity date, T (t, T ) are a set of stopping times τ satisfying t < τ ≤ T .
Typically at fixed time t there is a value of S which marks the boundary between two regions: regular region and optimal exercise region. We denote this free boundary by the critical curve S * = S * (t) for t ∈ [0, T ]. Hence, the free boundary s = S * (t) in the (s, t)-plane separates the domain D into two regions: the continuation region C, where it is optimal to hold the option, i.e.,
so P (A) will have the same discription as the European price P (E) at least in the jump-diffusion case and the exercise region E, where it is optimal to exercise the option, i.e.,
The partial integro-differential equation (PIDE) that American put option satisfies is similar to that of the European option (Yan and Hanson [22] ), letting s = S(t) and v = V (t), in regular region (prior to optimal, early exercise) is:
for (s, t) ∈ C and defining the backward operator A. The American put option pricing problem as a free boundary problem is given by
where critical stock price S * (t) is not known a priori as a function of time.
The fixed and smooth free boundary conditions are
IV. FINITE DIFFERENCES FOR AMERICAN PUT OPTION LINEAR COMPLEMENTARITY PROBLEM
Other methods for the American option are based on the linear complementarity problem (LCP) formulation [9] , [18] , [19] , [20] and will be used to check the accuracy of the quadratic approximation formula. The finite difference version of the LCP formulation finds the maximum of the successive overrelaxation (SOR) approximation, and hence is called the projected successive overrelaxation (PSOR is SOR projected on to the maximum) approximation. The payoff at each discrete point (S i , V j , t k ) using
with corresponding constraints. The optimal exercise boundary S * is automatically captured by this information and can be determined afterward. Solutions by the PSOR version of LCP can be obtained for the full SVJD problem without using the quadratic or quasi-deterministic volatility approximations.
When the free boundary problem is transferred to partial integro-differential complementarity problem (PIDCP) it is formulated as follows
where F (s) = max[K − s, 0] is the put objective and τ = T − t is the time-to-go. In addition there are the contact and tangent free boundary conditions in the last two equations of (8) .
For the discretization, the Crank-Nicolson implicit method is used with
time-step ∆τ , the discretization of the operator A L,
Using standard linear algebraic definitions, letting
leads to a discretized, linear algebraic complementarity problem (see Wilmott et al. [18] , [19] , Wilmott [20] or Cottle et al. [9] for more general LCPs):
The projective successive overrelaxation (PSOR) algorithm with acceleration parameter ω for LCP (10) t by iterating U
until changes are sufficiently small:
For the discretization of the PIDE, the first-order and secondorder spatial derivatives and the cross-derivative term are all approximated with the standard second-order accurate finite differences, using a nine-point computational molecule. Linear interpolation is applied to the jump integral term. Quadratic extrapolation of the solution is used for the smooth contact condition in critical stock price S * (t) calculation. Suppressing the dependence on (v, τ ) in the solution, let u i = U (S i , V j , τ k ) and then selecting the index i such that u i = F i = F (S i ), the exercise payoff, and u i+ > F i+ for = 1 : 2, so are two nearby values in the continuation region. Choosing the quadratic extrapolation function to be
satisfying the interpolation conditions U q (S i+ ) = u i+ for = 1 : 2 and the smooth contact conditions
with U q (S * ) = −1, then the critical stock price satisfies,
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Note that the extrapolation problem has four unknowns, {c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , S * }, to match the four given conditions, assuming that the contact is within (S i , S i+1 ).
Sample output for the American put option price approximated by the LCP method is given in Figure 1 versus moneyness, S/K, for τ = T − t = 0.5, 0.25, 0.10 and 0 years before maturity. Note the smooth-appearing transition to the payoff function when τ > 0. The corresponding results for the critical stock price at early exercise is given in Fig. 2 versus the time before maturity in years, parameterized by various value of the stochastic variance, V = 0.04, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8. PSOR finite difference critical stock prices S * (τ ; V ), (using quadratic extrapolation approximations wth smooth contact to the payoff function).
V. Heuristic Quadratic APPROXIMATION FOR AMERICAN
PUT OPTION A simple and fast heuristic quadratic approximation is used to derive an implicit analytic solution, which was originally proposed by MacMillan [14] , and then corrected and extended by Barone-Adesi and Whaley [4] and Bates [5] . Here, we extend it to the stochastic-volatility, jump-diffusion model with log-uniformly distributed jump-amplitudes. The key insight into the quadratic approximation approach is that, if the PIDE applies to American options as well as European options P (E) , it also applies to the optimal exercise premium of the American option over the European option. For an American put option and the quadratic approximation, the early exercise premium ε (P ) is defined using a common current space-time (s, t) and common strike price K as
where P (E) is given by Fourier inverse in Yan and Hanson [22] . Without losing much generality, the early premium can be written in MacMillan's [14] ad hoc time-dependent form with function G(t) as
Choosing the transformed time
so it is zero when t = T , also making the premium value of ε (P ) (s, v, t; K, T ) zero. The approximation of the early exercise premium PIDE is, after dropping the G-derivative term, since the quadratic coefficient is bounded,
making G(t) a parameter rather than a variable,
with the corresponding large asset and free boundary conditions for Y (s, v, t) for fixed t:
Reformulating Bates' [6] constant-volatility jumpdiffusion (CVJD) ad hoc approach, the dependence on the volatility variable v is assumed to be weak and is replaced by the quasi-deterministic-volatility jump-diffusion (QDVJD) approximation of V (t), such that
WeA12.1 so that the v-derivatives disappear letting
satisfies the linear equi-dimensional OIDE (G and V are suppressed parameters),
The solution has the power form
where A 1 and A 2 are solutions to
assuming the log-uniform jump-distribution (3). Then combining with boundary conditions, taking only negative root A 2 , say, so that S * is the solution to the implicit equations for each fixed t ≤ T e :
Also, c 2 is given by
This completes the crucial steps of the approximate quadratic approximation with QDVJD volatility approximation. Sample results for the quadratic approximation (QA) of both American and European put option prices are given in Fig. 3 for T = 0.5 years with respect to the moneyness, S/K. The difference between the two curves is the quadratic approximation to the early exercise premium ε (P ) .
VI. COMPARISONS AND CALIBRATIONS
The heuristic quadratic approximation (QA) for the American put option price in an SVJD environment is briefly compared to that of the more accurate linear complementary (LCP) finite difference approximation (FD) in Fig. 4 with respect to the strike price K when the time horizon is T = 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5 years. The maximum price difference P (A)
LCP is $0.08, $0.14, $0.21 for T = 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5 years, respectively, so QA is probably good for practical purposes when a quick estimate is needed.
The quadratic approximation is compared against the options market in Fig. 5 using concurrent CBOE quotes on XEO for European put options and OEX for American put options from April 10, 2006. They are both based upon the same S&P 100 index (SPX). The quadratic approximation is used to compute the approximation to the American put options prices corresponding to the OEX, while the XEO data is used for the parameter calibration with the European option price analytical formula and hence in the early exercise premium. Then, the estimated parameters are used for calculating the American put option pricing [21] . A mean square error MSE = 0.137 was obtained using the calibrated parameters, so demonstrating a good fit. The maximum absolute price difference P Since the parameters, including model structural parameters and option parameters like underlying price, strike price and maturity are very diversified, they are not suitable for calibration the LCP finite differences method against the CBOE market American option pricing data OEX [21] . The difficulty is the numerical mismatch between the arbitrary parameter values and the finite difference lattice.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION An alternative stochastic-volatility jump-diffusion (SVJD) model is proposed with square root mean reverting for stochastic-volatility combined with log-uniform jump amplitudes.
The heuristic quadratic approximation (QA) and the LCP finite difference scheme for American put option pricing are compared, with QA being good for practical purposes.
The QA results are calibrated against real market American option pricing data OEX (with XEO for European price base) and yield reasonable results considering the simplicity of QA.
